
Tempotest Quick Ship Fabrics

Ariana & Aztec Athena & Jolee Slate

Jolee Whitewash Mirabella

Additional Fabrics for Pillows and Cushions

10-Ocean Blue-A

22-Aqua-A 15-151-Pearl-A

5414-87-Sky Indigo-B 51352-6- 
Carbone Stripe-B

87-15-Denim Blue-A11-Vibrant Red-A

75-Navy-A 151-15-Sandstone-A

5416-151- 
Sandstone Stripe-B

727-15-Granite-A22-Aqua-A

87-15-Denim Blue-A 54-15-Tuscany-A

5420-926- 
Stripe Char-B

51558-11- 
Tye Dye Blue-D

51665-5- 
Aqua Reef-B

986-2-Carbone-A106-Desert Sand-A 426-15-Sienna-A

50964-14- 
Michel Angelo Silver-D

51269-11- 
Sphere Indigo-D

51269-11- 
Sphere Indigo-D

51269-12- 
Desert Sphere-D

51269-12- 
Desert Sphere-D

51352-9- 
Desert Stripe-B

51352-9- 
Desert Stripe-B

51242-19- 
Tribal Blue-D

50964-14- 
Michel Angelo Silver-D

51791-3- 
Crackle Granite-B



Tempotest is an indoor/outdoor fabric produced by Para’. Para is a 
100 year old textile company and has been spinning and weaving 
solution dyed acrylic fabrics for the marine, awning and outdoor 
furnishings markets since 1964. All of Para’s manufacturing is done 
in Italy.

• Solution dyed acrylic fiber yarn, the best fiber for outdoor  
use-period.

• Six-Year Warranty for sun-fade, the best in the industry.
• Teflon® on all outdoor fabrics at no additional cost. Consumers 

know the value, quality and performance of Teflon®.
• Complies with NFPA 260, UFAC 1990 and California 117-2013 

as Class 1 fabrics.
• OEKO-TEX Standard 100 certified.
• Mold and Mildew resistant
• Soil resistant
• Oil and Water resistant
• Bleach cleanable
• Machine washable
• Fast air drying
• Tighter weave than competitors for better sewing-less fraying.

Summerset Casual is bringing the taste of Italy to 
the comfort of your home.
While not exactly the new kid on the block when 
it comes to outdoor fabrics, Tempotest™ has been 
producing premium high performance textiles for 
a variety of applications, including sun protection, 
marine and indoor/outdoor furnishing and 
accessories for over three generations.

Tempotest… its all in the details 

The NEW TREND 
in Outdoor Furniture



Performance Fabrics

Teflon® Extreme by Pará
Branded Parà Tempotest® fabrics benefit from a finishing process developed in partnership 
with Teflon®. Teflon® Extreme By Parà is a nanometric particle surface treatment that forms 
a molecular barrier around each fiber, providing double-action protection and a self-cleaning 
system that repels water and oil-based stains.
During the production process, the fabric is introduced into the Teflon® Extreme finishing bath 
creating a strong bond with the fiber and forming an invisible barrier. The highly-repellent 
component contained in the barrier helps water and rain to wash away dirt, eliminating marks 
and preserving the fabric’s beauty and performance over time.

Hi-Clean Finishing
All Tempotest® fabrics are treated with a special type of finishing, called Hi-Clean, that creates 
an impenetrable barrier without compromising the fabric’s breathability. The Hi-Clean finishing 
makes Tempotest fabrics repellent to water, grease, and oil as well as protects against rotting 
and the formation of mold and fungus. Hi-Clean makes the fabric self-cleaning, allowing dirt as 
well as fine dust and pollution to wash away with water or rain.

Confidence in Textiles 
This has been the motto of the independent test institutes of the International Oeko-Tex 
Association since 1992. Products of all types that are tested for harmful substances and 
found to pose no risk whatsoever to health are given the Oeko-TexStandard 100 certificate of 
approval. Tempotest fabrics continually receive this designation.

The Parà Industrial Group was founded in 1921. For over three generations, this family owned company has been 
producing premium high performance textiles used in a variety of applications including sun protection, marine, and 
indoor/outdoor furnishing and accessories.
Parà has grown into a globally recognized brand thanks in part to its hallmark Italian style. This along with a relentless 
commitment to innovation and producing only the highest quality products, Parà has established themselves as a key 
player in the international market.
The Parà Group has earned the reputation for manufacturing some of the industry’s highest quality textiles. “Made in 
Italy” with a strong focus on every detail - from the spinning and weaving stages, through the printing and dyeing, to the 
coating and finishing line - the Parà Group has become synonymous with high-end quality, style and service.



Pattern Selection Factors 
Solar Heat Protection Indicates the % of solar heat & infrared rays that a fabric will reflect and 
absorb. All the fabrics in the Tempotest Collection offer at least 74% solar heat protection.
Darker patterns typically offer better heat protection. If maximizing the decrease in temperature under the awning is a priority, pick 
relatively dark tones. Dark colored fabrics absorb more heat than light colored fabrics, so if the specific application does not allow for 
proper headroom, than a lighter fabric will actually ‘feel’ cooler as you get closer to the fabric.

Solar Heat Protection
Indicates the % of solar light a fabric will reflect and absorb. 
Darker patterns typically minimize sun glare the most while lighter fabrics will keep the area under the awning brighter.

Protection from U.V. Rays
Indicates the UV Protection Factor (UPF) which measures how much UV rays pass through the fabric.
Darker patterns typically provide more protection against UV rays.

Pattern Selection Factors
Tempotest Home® 
Tempotest Home® fabrics can be machine washed (up to 85°F) without losing their water- and stain-resistant 
properties, thanks to the use of Teflon® Extreme fabric protector. Wash using a mild laundry soap like Woolite, Ivory 
soap, or similar non-detergent based product.

Warranty
Tempotest Home® Warranty
• The Tempotest Home® Warranty is valid for 6 years and starts from the purchase date. The warranty is valid only 

with the Tempotest Warranty Certificate.
• The warranty exclusively covers abnormal and excessive color degradation and loss of sun screening capability 

due to normal sun, salt, and weather exposure.
• The warranty exclusively covers the Tempotest Home® solution-dyed acrylic fabric. Any additional manufacturing 

and installation costs requested by the installer or retailer are not covered by this warranty.
• The warranty does not cover damage due to circumstances beyond one’s control (e.g., fire, flood, bird excrements, 

or air pollution). Also, the warranty excludes damage caused by mechanical actions or fraudulent actions. In 
particular, the formation of micro holes in the cover due to any mechanical action are excluded from the warranty.

• Differences in appearance of color saturation may occur over time, resulting from atmospheric agents and 
pollution. This does not compromise the chemical, physical, and technical features of Tempotest Home® fabric.

• Tempotest Home® is a component of a finished product. The warranty must be claimed against the retailer or 
installer where the finished product was purchased.

• The warranty is not valid in the case of improper use or improper installation.
• The warranty does not cover the construction costs of the finished product.
• The responsibility of Parà is expressly limited to this warranty. Parà reserves the right to inspect the fabric that is 

the object of the claim and ask for proof of purchase.
• In case of an acknowledged defect in the Tempotest Home® fabric, Parà will supply fabric equivalent to 100 

percent of the value of the defective fabric.
• In the case of acknowledged defective fabric, Parà will be responsible for fabric replacement only. The retailer or 

the installer will reserve the right to request compensation from the final consumer for the service of replacing 
the fabric.


	Tempotest Warranty & Quality Assurance.pdf

